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Abstract. In this paper, audit logging schemes with forward privacy
and authenticity are formalized in the symmetric-key setting. Then, two
generic audit logging schemes with forward privacy and authenticity are
proposed. One consists of an authenticated encryption scheme with asso-
ciated data. The other consists of a symmetric encryption scheme and
a MAC function. Both of them also uses a forward-secure pseudoran-
dom generator to achieve forward security. Finally, the forward privacy
and authenticity of the schemes are confirmed in the manner of provable
security. The security properties of the proposed schemes are reduced to
the standard security properties of the underlying primitives.
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1 Introduction

Background and Our Motivation. Audit logging is an important technique to
secure the systems. Audit logs record the events on systems to give a view of
system activities. Any tampering with records including deletion and reordering
should at least be detectable. Audit logs may contain sensitive information to be
kept secret from attackers. Cryptographic techniques are useful to guarantee such
authenticity and privacy of log files. Once an attacker gets the key, however, he
can tamper with the records or decrypt the ciphertexts of sensitive information.
To thwart these attacks, forward security is often incorporated in secure audit
logging schemes [5,12,18].

Forward security prevents attackers having got the current key, for example,
by intrusion from tampering with records or decrypting ciphertexts generated in
the past by updating keys. Two settings for updating keys are found in literature
of secure audit logging. We will call them time-driven setting and event-driven
setting. In the time-driven setting, the time is divided into intervals, and secret
keys are updated at the end of every interval. Thus, multiple records may be
generated with the same key assigned to an interval. In the event-driven setting,
on the other hand, secret keys are updated after every event. Each record is
generated with a new secret key.

In spite of the importance of forward-secure audit logging with privacy and
authenticity, it has not been provided formal treatment and its security has been
discussed informally.
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Our Contribution. First, audit logging schemes and their security are formally
defined in the symmetric-key setting. The security properties are called forward
privacy and forward authenticity. Then, two generic constructions of audit log-
ging schemes with forward privacy and authenticity are presented. One assumes
the time-driven setting and is constructed with an AEAD (authenticated encryp-
tion with associated data) scheme. The other assumes the event-driven setting
and is constructed with a symmetric-key encryption scheme and a MAC function.
For the first scheme, as far as the authors know, application of AEAD to secure
audit logging has not been discussed before. Both schemes also use a forward-
secure pseudorandom generator to get forward security. Finally, it is shown that
the proposed schemes are provably secure. The forward privacy and authenticity
of the proposed schemes are reduced to the standard security properties of their
components.

Related Work. Schneier and Kelsey [18,19] proposed a forward-secure audit
logging scheme with privacy and authenticity in the symmetric-key setting.
Actually, they also considered a communication protocol between an untrusted
machine creating its log files and a trusted machine which stores log files. We
will focus on the creation of log files in this paper.

Forward security was first introduced for key exchange protocols [10]. Bellare
and Yee [6] formalized forward-secure symmetric-key primitives and their secu-
rity notions. They treated pseudorandom generators, message authentication
schemes, and encryption schemes. They also provided their generic construc-
tions and discussed their security.

Audit logging schemes with authenticity can also be found in literature.
Bellare and Yee [5] initiated the study to secure audit logging with crypto-
graphic techniques. Ma and Tsudik [12] introduced the notion of forward-secure
sequential aggregate message authentication, which can be used for audit logging
with authenticity [13]. They also presented a scheme using a collision-resistant
hash function as well as a MAC function. Hirose and Kuwakado [11] formalized
the notion and proposed a provably secure scheme without a collision-resistant
hash function.

Among the audit logging schemes mentioned above, the Bellare-Yee
scheme [5] and the Hirose-Kuwakado scheme [11] assume the time-driven set-
ting for key update. The Schneier-Kelsey scheme [18,19] and the Ma-Tsudik
scheme [13], on the other hand, assume the event-driven setting.

Accorsi [1] made a brief survey of secure logging schemes. It also includes the
schemes in the public-key setting, which are out of scope of the paper.

Recently, due to the CAESAR project [8], authenticated encryption has been
attracting much interest. AEAD is formalized in [15]. Generic composition of an
encryption scheme and a MAC function for AEAD is discussed in [3,14].

Waters et al. [20] presented a scheme to construct encrypted audit log search-
able with keywords in the public-key setting.

Organization. Section 2 gives notations and definitions of cryptographic primi-
tives used in the proposed schemes. Section 3 presents definitions of audit logging
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schemes and their forward privacy and authenticity. Section 4 describes the pro-
posed generic constructions. Section 5 shows that the generic constructions are
secure if their components are secure. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Notation. For sequences x and y, x‖y represents their concatenation. An empty
sequence is denoted by ε.

Let F (X ,Y) be the set of all functions with domain X and range Y. For
keyed function F : K × X → Y with key space K, F (K, ·) is often denoted by
FK(·).

For set S, let s � S denote that an element s is chosen uniformly at random
from S. For a pair of elements e1 and e2 of a totally ordered set, let [e1, e2] =
{e | e1 ≤ e ≤ e2}. If e1 and e2 are integers, then [e1, e2] represents the set of
integers from e1 to e2 inclusive.

Pseudorandom Generator. A pseudorandom generator (PRG) [7] is a function
with its range larger than its domain. Let G : S → S ′ such that |S ′| > |S|. G is
called PRG if it is intractable to distinguish G(S) with S � S and S′ � S ′.

Adversary A against G takes an element of S ′ and outputs 0 or 1. The
advantage of A is defined by

Advprg
G (A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr[A(G(S)) ⇒ 1] − Pr[A(S′) ⇒ 1]

∣
∣
∣,

where S � S and S′ � S ′.

Pseudorandom Function. A pseudorandom function (PRF) [9] is a keyed func-
tion. F : K × X → Y is called PRF if it is intractable to distinguish FK with
K � K and a function chosen uniformly at random from F (X ,Y).

Adversary A against F is given a function in F (X ,Y) as an oracle. A makes
adaptive queries to the oracle, and then outputs 0 or 1. The advantage of A is
defined by

Advprf
F (A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

AFK ⇒ 1
]

− Pr [Aρ ⇒ 1]
∣
∣
∣,

where K � K and ρ � F (X ,Y).
The definition can be extended to adversaries with independent multiple

oracles:

Advm-prf
F (A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

AFK1 ,...,FKm ⇒ 1
]

− Pr [Aρ1,...,ρm ⇒ 1]
∣
∣
∣,

where (K1,K2, . . . ,Km) � Km and (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρm) � F (X ,Y)m.

Theorem 1 [2]. For any adversary A against F with access to m oracles, there
exists an adversary A′ against F with access to a single oracle such that

Advm-prf
F (A) = m · Advprf

F (A′).
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The run time of A′ is not larger than the sum of the run time of A and the time
to compute F for the queries by A. The number of the queries by A′ is not larger
than max{qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ m}, where qi is the number of the queries by A to its i-th
oracle.

Rogaway and Shrimpton [17] introduced a vector-input PRF. It is a PRF
which takes as input a vector of strings as well as a key. They also showed how
to construct a vector-input PRF from a regular PRF which takes as input a
string as well as a key.

Forward-Secure Pseudorandom Generator. A forward-secure pseudorandom gen-
erator (FSPRG) [6] is a stateful generator. A stateful generator is defined by
Gen = (G,n), where G : S → K × S such that (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and S1 ∈ S. It is depicted in Fig. 1.

The security of an FSPRG is formalized as indistinguishability against adap-
tive attacks with experiment Expfsprg-bGen,A given in Fig. 2. Adversary A works in
two phases. First, in the query phase, A gets K1,K2, . . . ,Ki′ for some i′ ≤ n
chosen by A. K1,K2, . . . ,Ki′ are generated by G if b = 0, and chosen uniformly
at random if b = 1. Then, in the try phase, A receives Si′+1 and outputs 0 or 1.
The advantage of A against Gen is defined by

Advfsprg
Gen (A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfsprg-0Gen,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfsprg-1Gen,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ .

The following theorem shows that Gen is an FSPRG if G is a PRG.

Theorem 2 [6]. For any adversary A against Gen, there exists an adversary A′

against G such that
Advfsprg

Gen (A) ≤ 2n · Advprg
G (A′)

and the run time of A′ is about the run time of Expfsprg-1Gen,A .

S1 G

Kn

G
S2

K1

G

K2

Sn
Sn+1

Fig. 1. Gen = (G, n)

1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: if b = 1 then
6: Ki K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ← A(query, Ki, his)
9: i ← i + 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b ← A(try, Si, his)
12: return b

Fig. 2. Experiment Exp
fsprg-b
Gen,A for b ∈

{0, 1}
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Symmetric-Key Encryption. A symmetric-key encryption scheme is defined by
SE = (E,D), where E : K×M → C is an encryption algorithm and D : K×C →
M ∪ {⊥} is a decryption algorithm. K is the key space, M is the message space
and C is the ciphertext space. For any K ∈ K, if C ← EK(M) for some M ∈ M,
then M ← DK(C). Otherwise, ⊥ ← DK(C).

The security requirement for a symmetric-key encryption scheme is privacy.
It is indistinguishability of the outputs of E from sequences of the same lengths
chosen uniformly at random. Adversary A is given either EK or � as an oracle
and makes an adaptive chosen message attack. For any M ∈ M, � simply pro-
duces a sequence of the same lengths as the output of EK(M) chosen uniformly
at random. The advantage of A against SE is defined by

Advpriv
SE (A) =

∣
∣Pr

[

AEK ⇒ 1
]

− Pr [A� ⇒ 1]
∣
∣ ,

where K � K.

Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data. We will define nonce-based
authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD) [15,16]. An AEAD
scheme is defined by AEAD = (en, de). en : K × N × A × M → C × T is an
encryption algorithm and de : K × N × A × C × T → M ∪ {⊥} is a decryption
algorithm. K is the key space, N is the nonce space, A is the associated-data
space, M is the message space, C is the ciphertext space, and T is the tag space.
For any K ∈ K, if (C, T ) ← enK(N,A,M) for some (N,A,M) ∈ N×A×M, then
M ← deK(N,A,C, T ). Otherwise, ⊥ ← deK(N,A,C, T ). The security require-
ments for AEAD is privacy and authenticity. Messages require both privacy and
authenticity, while associated data require only authenticity.

The privacy of AEAD is indistinguishability of the outputs of en from
sequences of the same lengths chosen uniformly at random. Adversary A is given
either enK or $ as an oracle and makes an adaptive chosen message attack. For
any (N,A,M) ∈ N × A × M, $ simply produces a sequence of the same lengths
as the output of enK(N,A,M) chosen uniformly at random. The advantage of
A against AEAD with respect to privacy is defined by

Advpriv
AEAD(A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr [AenK ⇒ 1] − Pr

[

A$ ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ ,

where K � K.
The authenticity of AEAD is formalized by existential unforgeability. Adver-

sary A is given oracle access to enK and deK . A is not allowed to use the same
sequence for nonce in distinct queries to enK , nor to ask any reply from enK to
deK . We say that AenK ,deK forges if AenK ,deK asks a query to deK such that the
corresponding reply is not ⊥. The advantage of A against AEAD with respect to
authenticity is defined by

Advauth
AEAD(A) = Pr

[

AenK ,deK forges
]

,

where K � K.
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3 Audit Logging Scheme with Privacy and Authenticity

3.1 Scheme

An audit logging scheme is a stateful scheme defined by ALG = (U,E,D, n),
where U : S → K × S is a key-update algorithm, E : K × T × A × M → C × T
is an encryption algorithm, D : K+ × T × (A × C × T )+ → M+ ∪ {⊥} is a
decryption algorithm, and n is the number of the stages. The algorithms are
described below.

Key Update (Ki, Si+1) ← U(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where S1 � S.
The key-update algorithm takes as input the secret master key Si for the i-th
stage. It then outputs the secret key Ki for the current stage and the new
secret master key Si+1 for the next stage.

Encryption (Ci,j , τi,j) ← E(Ki, τi,j−1, Ai,j ,Mi,j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and j ≥ 1.
In the i-th stage, the encryption algorithm takes encryption key Ki, previous
tag τi,j−1, associated data Ai,j and message Mi,j as input. τi,0 is an initial
state of the i-th stage. It then outputs ciphertext Ci,j for Mi,j , and tag τi,j for
(Ai,j ,Mi,j). (Ai,j ,Mi,j) is called an event. (Ai,j , Ci,j , τi,j) is called a record.

Decryption Let R = (R1,R2, . . . ,Rn) be the ordered sequence of the records,
where Ri = (Ri,1, Ri,2, . . . , Ri,σi

) and Ri,j = (Ai,j , Ci,j , τi,j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j ≤ σi. σi is the total number of the records in the i-th stage.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ σi, let (i, j) be a pair of integers such that
(i, j) ≤ (i′, j′) if and only if i < i′, or i = i′ and j ≤ j′. The decryption
algorithm is defined as follows:

α ← D(K[i1,i2], τi1,j1−1,R[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]),

where (1, 1) ≤ (i1, j1) ≤ (i2, j2) ≤ (n, σn), K[i1,i2] is the subsequence of
K1,K2, . . . ,Kn from Ki1 to Ki2 inclusive, and R[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)] is the subse-
quence of R from the (i1, j1)-th record to the (i2, j2)-th record inclusive. D
outputs Mi1,j1 , . . . ,Mi2,j2 if R[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)] is valid with respect to τi1,j1−1.
Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

We consider two kinds of settings for key update: time-driven setting and
event-driven setting. In the time-driven setting, time is divided into intervals,
and the key is updated at the end of each interval. In the event-driven setting,
on the other hand, the key is updated after every event. A stage corresponds to
an interval in the time-driven setting and to an event in the event-driven setting.

For event (Ai,j ,Mi,j), it is assumed that Ai,j includes the index i of the
current stage. For the time-driven setting, it is assumed that Ai,j also includes a
flag representing whether the event is the last one in the i-th stage or not. The
flag is a countermeasure against truncation attacks [5,13]. A truncation attack
simply deletes the tail of a sequence of records and the corresponding tags. Thus,
it cannot be detected without any kind of end-marker such as the flag assumed
in the scheme.
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3.2 Security

The forward privacy and authenticity of ALG = (U,E,D, n) is defined below.
Each of them is defined by an experiment with an adversary. The adversary
works in two phases: The first phase is the query phase, and the second phase
is the try phase.

Forward Privacy. The forward privacy of ALG is indistinguishability of a cipher-
text and a tag in each record from a sequence of the same length chosen uniformly
at random. Let Expfpriv-bALG,A be the experiment given in Fig. 3. In the query phase,
adversary A makes adaptive queries to its oracle. A should respect the state: A
should ask a new query involving the current state (the previous tag). The oracle
is either EKi

or $i. Ki is chosen uniformly at random from K. For each query,
$i returns a uniformly distributed random sequence of the same length as the
sequence returned by EKi

. A is allowed to decide when to break into the system.
In the time-driven setting, A is also allowed to control when to proceed to the
next stage. If A decides to break into the system during the a-th stage, then A
enters into the try phase. In this phase, A receives Sa+1 and outputs 0 or 1. The
advantage of A against ALG with respect to forward privacy is defined by

Advfpriv
ALG (A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfpriv-0ALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfpriv-1ALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ .

Forward Authenticity. The forward authenticity of ALG is existential unforge-
ability against adaptive attacks. Let ExpfauthALG,A be the experiment given in Fig. 4.
In the query phase, A makes adaptive queries to EKi

. A should respect the state.
A is allowed to decide when to break into the system. In the time-driven setting,
A is also allowed to decide when to proceed to the next stages. If A decides to
break into the system during the a-th stage, then A receives Sa+1 and enters into
the try phase. In this phase, A tries to forge. Let R = (R1,R2, . . . ,Ra) be the
ordered sequence of records obtained in the query phase. For 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ a,
let V (R, i1, i2) be the set of (τi1,u1−1,R[(i1,u1),(i2,u2)]) such that 1 ≤ u1 ≤ σi1

and 1 ≤ u2 ≤ σi2 if i1 < i2, and 1 ≤ u1 ≤ u2 ≤ σi1 if i1 = i2. The forgery
(τ ′

i1,j1−1,R
′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

) is successful if

– 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ a, (τ ′
i1,j1−1,R

′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

) �∈ V (R, i1, i2), and
– the output of D(K[i1,i2], τ

′
i1,j1−1,R

′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

) is not ⊥.

The advantage of A against ALG with respect to authenticity is defined by

Advfauth
ALG (A) = Pr

[

ExpfauthALG,A ⇒ 1
]

.

4 Generic Construction

For each of the time-driven setting and the event-driven setting, an audit logging
scheme with forward privacy and authenticity is proposed. The FSPRG Gen with
PRG G : S → K × S is used for key update in both of the settings.
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1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← U(Si)

5: (phase, his) ← AOb
i (query, his)

6: i ← i + 1
7: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
8: b ← A(try, Si, his)
9: return b

Fig. 3. Experiment Exp
fpriv-b
ALG,A for b ∈

{0, 1}. O0
i = EKi and O1

i = $i.

1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← U(Si)
5: (phase, his) ← AEKi (query, his)
6: i ← i + 1
7: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
8: forgery ← A(try, Si, his)
9: if forgery is successful then

10: d ← 1
11: else
12: d ← 0
13: end if
14: return d

Fig. 4. Experiment ExpfauthALG,A. forgery =
(τ ′

i1,j1−1,R
′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

).

4.1 Time-Driven Setting

An audit logging scheme in the time-driven setting is composed with an AEAD
scheme AEAD = (en, de) and the FSPRG Gen = (G,n). It is called tALG. tALG
requires some injective encoding from the tag space to the nonce space of AEAD.
In the following, it is assumed for the simplicity of the description that the tag
space is included in the nonce space.

Key update (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Encryption (Ci,j , τi,j) ← enKi

(τi,j−1, Ai,j ,Mi,j) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ σi,
where σi is the total number of the events in the i-th stage, τ1,0 is an initial
constant, and τi,0 = τi−1,σi−1 for i ≥ 2.

Decryption For (τi1,j1−1,R[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]), if deKi
(τi,j−1, Ai,j , Ci,j , τi,j) �= ⊥ for

all (i, j) ∈ [(i1, j1), (i2, j2)], then output deKi
(τi,j−1, Ai,j , Ci,j , τi,j) for all

(i, j) ∈ [(i1, j1), (i2, j2)]. Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

Figure 5 depicts the encryption procedure for a sequence of events.

4.2 Event-Driven Setting

Let SE = (E,D) be an encryption scheme such that E : Ke × M → C and
D : Ke × C → M. Let F : Kt × (T × A × C) → T be a vector-input PRF. For
Gen = (G,n) with G : S → K × S, let K = Ke × Kt.

An audit logging scheme in the event-driven setting is composed with SE, F
and Gen. It is an Encrypt-then-MAC scheme [3,4,14]. It is called eALG. In this
setting, only a single record is generated in each stage. Thus, in the following
description, the index (i, j) of an event or a record is simply replaced with i.

Key update (Ki, Li, Si+1) ← G(Si) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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M1,1

τ1,1

stage 1 stage 2 stage 3

enK1

A1,1

C1,1

M1,2

τ1,2

A1,2

C1,2

M1,3

τ1,3

A1,3

C1,3

M2,1

τ2,1

A2,1

C2,1

M3,1

τ3,1

A3,1

C3,1

M3,2

τ3,2

A3,2

C3,2

enK1 enK1 enK2 enK3 enK3
τ1,0

Fig. 5. Encryption of the generic scheme in the time-driven setting

M1 M2

τ1 τ2

FL1

τ3

FL2

EK1 EK2

C1 C2

M3

EK3

C3

FL3

Mn

τn

FLn

EKn

CnA1 A2 A3 An
τ0

Fig. 6. Encryption of the generic scheme in the event-driven setting

Encryption For a new event (Ai,Mi), Ci ← EKi
(Mi) and τi ←

FLi
(τi−1, Ai, Ci), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and τ0 is an initial constant.

Decryption For (τi1−1,R[i1,i2]), compute τ ′
i ← FLi

(τi−1, Ai, Ci) for i1 ≤ i ≤ i2.
If τ ′

i2
= τi2 , then return Mi ← DKi

(Ci) for i1 ≤ i ≤ i2. Otherwise, return ⊥.

Figure 6 depicts the encryption procedure for a sequence of events.

Remark 1. The decryption algorithm only checks the validity of the final tag τi2 .
It does not check the validity of intermediate tags. This allows eALG aggregation
of the tags.

5 Provable Security of Generic Construction

The forward privacy and authenticity of the proposed schemes are analyzed in
the manner of provable security.

5.1 Time-Driven Setting

The following theorem asserts that tALG satisfies forward privacy if the under-
lying AEAD scheme satisfies privacy and the function G is a PRG:
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Theorem 3 (Forward Privacy of tALG). For any adversary A against tALG,
there exist an adversary A1 against AEAD and an adversary A2 against G such
that

Advfpriv
tALG(A) ≤ n · Advpriv

AEAD(A1) + 2n · Advprg
G (A2).

Each of the run times of A1 and A2 is about the run time of Expfpriv-0tALG,A. A1 makes
at most max{qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} queries to its oracle, where qi is the number of the
queries by A in the i-th stage.

It is assumed that the run time of an experiment includes the run time of the
adversary and the time required when the oracles of the adversary are simulated.

Proof. For any adversary A, let Expfpriv-(b0,b1)
tALG,A be the experiment given in Fig. 7.

Notice that Expfpriv-b0tALG,A is the experiment Exp
fpriv-(b0,b1)
tALG,A without the lines from 5

to 7. Then,

Advfpriv
tALG(A) =

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfpriv-0tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfpriv-1tALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣

=
∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Exp
fpriv-(0,0)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]

− Pr
[

Exp
fpriv-(0,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣
∣
∣ +

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Exp
fpriv-(0,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]

− Pr
[

Exp
fpriv-(1,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣
∣
∣ . (1)

For the term in the second line of Eq. (1), let Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ be the experiment

given in Fig. 8. It is different from Exp
fpriv-(b0,b1)
tALG,A only in the lines 8 and 11.

A′(query,Ki, his) runs A with input (query, his) and simulates enKi
to answer

to the queries made by A. A′(try, Si, his) simply runs A with input (try, Si, his).
Then, Expfpriv-(0,b1)

tALG,A is equivalent to Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ . Thus,
∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Exp
fpriv-(0,0)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]

− Pr
[

Exp
fpriv-(0,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣
∣
∣ = Advfsprg

Gen (A′),

where the run time of A′ is about the sum of the run time of A and the time to
compute en to answer to the queries made by A. From Theorem 2, there exists
A2 such that

Advfsprg
Gen (A′) ≤ 2n · Advprg

G (A2)

and the run time of A2 is about the run time of Expfpriv-0tALG,A.
For the term in the last line of Eq. (1), the hybrid argument is used in the stan-

dard way. Adversary A1 against AEAD is given in Fig. 9. A1 has oracle O, which
is either en with K � {0, 1}l or $. Notice that A1 is equivalent to Exp

fpriv-(0,1)
tALG,A

if i∗ = n and O = enK , and to Exp
fpriv-(1,1)
tALG,A if i∗ = 1 and O = $. Thus,

Advpriv
AEAD(A1) =

∣
∣
∣Pr [AenK

1 ⇒ 1] − Pr
[

A$
1 ⇒ 1

]∣
∣
∣

=
1
n

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Exp
fpriv-(0,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]

− Pr
[

Exp
fpriv-(1,1)
tALG,A ⇒ 1

]∣
∣
∣ .

The run time of A1 is about the run time of Expfpriv-0tALG,A. �
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1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: if b1 = 1 then
6: Ki K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ← AOb0

i (query, his)
9: i ← i + 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b ← A(try, Si, his)
12: return b

Fig. 7. Exp
fpriv-(b0,b1)
tALG,A for (b0, b1) ∈

{0, 1}2. O0
i = enKi and O1

i = $i.

1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: if b1 = 1 then
6: Ki K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ← A (query, Ki, his)
9: i ← i + 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: b ← A (try, Si, his)
12: return b

Fig. 8. Expfsprg-b1Gen,A′ for b1 ∈ {0, 1}.

1: i ← 1; his ← ε; i∗ [1, n]
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: Ki K
6: if i < i∗ then
7: (phase, his) ← AenKi (query, his)
8: else if i = i∗ then
9: (phase, his) ← AO(query, his)

10: else
11: (phase, his) ← A$i(query, his)
12: end if
13: i ← i + 1
14: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
15: b ← A(try, Si, his)
16: return b

Fig. 9. Adversary A1. O is the oracle of A1. O is either enK with K � K or $.

The following theorem asserts that tALG satisfies forward authenticity if the
underlying AEAD scheme satisfies both privacy and authenticity and the func-
tion G is a PRG:

Theorem 4 (Forward Authenticity of tALG). Let A be any adversary
against tALG. Suppose that A makes at most σi queries to its encryption oracle
during the i-th stage in the query phase and outputs a forgery with at most μ
records. Then, there exist adversaries A1, A2 against AEAD, and A3 against G
such that

Advfauth
tALG (A) ≤ n · Advauth

AEAD(A1) + n · Advpriv
AEAD(A2) + 2n · Advprg

G (A3)

+
1

2 |T |

n∑

i=1

σi(σi − 1).
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Each of the run times of A1, A2 and A3 is about the run time of ExpfauthtALG,A. A1

makes at most max{σi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} queries to its encryption oracle and at most
μ queries to its decryption oracle. A2 makes at most max{σi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} queries
to its oracle.

1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: if b = 1 then
6: Ki K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ← AenKi (query, his)
9: i ← i + 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: forgery ← A(try, Si, his)
12: if forgery is successful then
13: d ← 1
14: else
15: d ← 0
16: end if
17: return d

Fig. 10. Expfauth-btALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1}.
forgery = (τ ′

i1,j1−1,R
′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

).

1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: if b = 1 then
6: Ki K
7: end if
8: (phase, his) ← A (query, Ki, his)
9: i ← i + 1

10: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
11: A (try, Si, his)
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17: return d

Fig. 11. Expfsprg-bGen,A′ for b ∈ {0, 1}

Proof. Let Expfauth-btALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1} be the experiment given in Fig. 10. Then,
Expfauth-0tALG,A is equivalent to ExpfauthtALG,A. Thus,

Advfauth
tALG (A) = Pr

[

Expfauth-0tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

.

Let Expfsprg-bGen,A′ be the experiment given in Fig. 11. Expfsprg-bGen,A′ is different
from Expfauth-btALG,A in the line 8 and in the lines from 11 to 16. In Expfsprg-bGen,A′ ,
A′(query,Ki, his) runs A with input (query, his) and simulates enKi

to answer
to the queries made by A. A′(try, Si, his) executes the lines from 11 to 16 of
Expfauth-btALG,A . Then,

Advfsprg
Gen (A′) =

∣
∣Pr

[

Expfauth-0tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfauth-1tALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣ .

Thus,

Advfauth
tALG (A) ≤ Pr

[

Expfauth-1tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

+ Advfsprg
Gen (A′).

The run time of A′ is about the sum of the run time of A and time to simulate
enKi

and verify whether (τ ′
i1,j1−1,R

′
[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

) is a successful forgery or not. It
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1: i ← 1; his ← ε; i∗ [1, n]
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: Ki K
6: if i = i∗ then
7: (phase, his) ← AenK (query, his)
8: else
9: (phase, his) ← AenKi (query, his)

10: end if
11: i ← i + 1
12: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
13: (τi1,j1−1,R[(i1,j1),(i2,j2)]

) ← A(try, Si, his)
14: for all j s.t. (i∗, j) ∈ [(i1, j1), (i2, j2)] do
15: if (τi∗,j−1, Ri∗,j) is new then
16: Ask (τi∗,j−1, Ri∗,j) to deK
17: end if
18: end for

Fig. 12. Adversary A1 against AEAD. R′
i∗,j = (A′

i∗,j , C
′
i∗,j , τ

′
i∗,j). For the line 15,

“(τ ′
i∗,j−1, R

′
i∗,j) is new” means that (τ ′

i∗,j−1, R
′
i∗,j) is not obtained in the query phase.

is at most the run time of ExpfauthtALG,A. From Theorem 2, there exists an adversary
A3 such that

Advfsprg
Gen (A′) ≤ 2n · Advprg

G (A3),

where the run time of A3 is also about the run time of ExpfauthtALG,A.
For Expfauth-1tALG,A , if A succeeds in forgery, then A succeeds in forgery for AEAD

with some Ki or A finds a collision among tags during some stage in the query
phase. Let forgei be the event that A succeeds in forgery for AEAD with Ki.
Let collision be the event that A finds a collision among tags in the query
phase. Then,

Pr
[

Expfauth-1tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

≤ Pr

[
n∨

i=1

forgei

]

+ Pr [collision] .

Let A1 be the adversary given in Fig. 12. A1 has oracle access to enK and
deK . Then,

Pr

[
n∨

i=1

forgei

]

≤ n · Advauth
AEAD(A1).

The run time of A1 is about the run time of ExpfauthtALG,A.
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1: i ← 1; his ← ε
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: Ki K
6: (phase, his)←AOb

i (query, his)
7:
8:
9:

10:
11:
12:
13: i ← i + 1
14: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
15: if collision occurs then
16: b ← 1
17: else
18: b ← 0
19: end if
20: return b

Fig. 13. Expfpriv
′-b

tALG,A for b ∈ {0, 1}. O0
i =

enKi and O1
i = $i.

1: i ← 1; his ← ε; i∗ [1, n]
2: S1 S
3: repeat
4: (Ki, Si+1) ← G(Si)
5: Ki K
6: if i < i∗ then
7: (phase, his)←AenKi (query, his)
8: else if i = i∗ then
9: (phase, his) ← AO(query, his)

10: else
11: (phase, his) ← A$i(query, his)
12: end if
13: i ← i + 1
14: until (phase = try) ∨ (i > n)
15: if collision occurs then
16: b ← 1
17: else
18: b ← 0
19: end if
20: return b

Fig. 14. Adversary A2

Let Expfpriv
′-b

tALG,A be an experiment given in Fig. 13. Then,

Pr [collision] = Pr
[

Expfpriv
′-0

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

≤
∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfpriv
′-0

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfpriv
′-1

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ + Pr

[

Expfpriv
′-1

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

≤
∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfpriv
′-0

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfpriv
′-1

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ +

∑n
i=1 σi(σi − 1)

2 |T | .

Let A2 be an adversary against AEAD given in Fig. 14. A2 has oracle access
to O, which is either enK with K � K or $. Notice that A2 is equivalent to
Expfpriv

′-1
tALG,A if i∗ = n and O = enK , and to Expfpriv

′-0
tALG,A if i∗ = 1 and O = $. Then,

∣
∣
∣Pr

[

Expfpriv
′-0

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]

− Pr
[

Expfpriv
′-1

tALG,A ⇒ 1
]∣
∣
∣ = n · Advpriv

AEAD(A2).

The run time of A2 is at most the run time of ExpfauthtALG,A. �

5.2 Event-Driven Setting

The forward privacy of eALG is reduced to the privacy of encryption function E,
the PRF property of keyed function F and the PRG property of function G:
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Theorem 5 (Forward Privacy of eALG). For any adversary A against eALG,
there exist adversaries A1 against E, A2 against F and A3 against G such that

Advfpriv
eALG(A) ≤ n · Advpriv

E (A1) + n · Advprf
F (A2) + 2n · Advprg

G (A3).

Each of A1 and A2 makes at most a single query to its oracle. Each of the run
times of A1, A2 and A3 is about the run time of Expfpriv-0eALG,A.

The forward authenticity of eALG is reduced to the PRF property of keyed
function F and the PRG property of function G:

Theorem 6 (Forward Authenticity of eALG). Let A be any adversary
against eALG. Then, there exist adversaries A1, A2 against AEAD, and A3 against
G such that

Advfauth
eALG (A) ≤ n · Advprf

F (A1) + 2n · Advprg
G (A2) +

n + 1
|T | .

Each of the run times of A1 and A2 is about the run time of ExpfautheALG,A. A1 makes
at most two queries.

The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 are omitted due to the page limit.

Remark 2. The security of eALG requires the underlying encryption scheme to
be secure only against single-query adversaries. Thus, to construct eALG, we
can use naive modes of operations for encryption such as CBC and CTR in
textbooks.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, audit logging schemes with forward privacy and secrecy have been
formalized first. Then, two generic schemes have been proposed. Finally, it has
been proved that the proposed schemes meet the security requirements.
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